We show that for supergiants, net angular momentum is not a necessary condition for forming accretion discs during core-collapse. Even absent net rotation, convective motions in the outer parts of supergiants generate mean horizontal flows at a given radius with velocities of ∼ 1 km s −1 ; the direction of the mean flow will vary as a function of height through the convection zone. We confirm these analytic estimates using Cartesian Boussinesq convection simulations. These mean horizontal flows lead to a random angular momentum in supergiant convection zones that exceeds that of the last stable circular orbit of a black hole by a factor of ∼ 10. As a result, failed explosions of supergiants -in which the accretion shock onto the neutron star does not revive, leading to black hole formation -may often produce accretion discs that can power day-week (blue supergiants) or week-year (yellow and red supergiants) non-thermal and thermal transients through winds and jets. These transients will be especially time variable because the angular momentum of the accreting material will vary substantially in time. Observed sources such as Swift J1644+57, iPTF14hls, and SN 2018cow, as well as energetic Type II supernovae (OGLE-2014-SN-073) may be produced by this mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of a massive star prior to core-collapse strongly influences the likelihood of a neutrino-powered supernova (SN) explosion (O'Connor & Ott 2011) . Stars with a more compact core and a shallower density profile outside the core are more difficult to explode because the accretion rate onto the proto-neutron star (PNS) is larger, stifling the explosion (Ertl et al. 2016) . It is thus possible that a subset of massive stars do not lead to a neutrino-powered SN explosion; this subset may depend non-trivially on mass, metallicity, and/or rotation (Sukhbold et al. 2018) . There are also a variety of observational hints that some fraction of massive star corecollapse may indeed fail to produce a canonical luminous energetic explosion (see, e.g., Kochanek 2015 and references therein).
Absent angular momentum, the most well understood way to eject mass during a failed SN is that the radiation of ∼ 10 53 ergs of neutrino energy during the proto-NS phase creates a nearlyinstantaneous decrease in the mass of the core as viewed by the outer layers of the star. This generates an outgoing sound pulse that steepens into a shock and can unbind some of the stellar envelope (Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013; Fernández et al. 2018, hereafter F18) . This shock energy is, however, 10 48 ergs ) and can only produce a faint thermally powered transient. The angular momentum of the progenitor star is thus usually assumed to be the key property that determines whether black hole formation in a nominally failed SN might nonetheless produce a luminous transient: significant angular momentum allows the collapse to tap into black hole accretion energy, thereby turning a dud into a success. Indeed, accretion discs produced in failed SNe were one of the original collapsar variants proposed to account for long-duration gamma-ray bursts (MacFadyen & Woosley 1999) . Related ideas have since seen traction in explaining a range of other observations, including much longer-duration gamma-ray transients (Quataert & Kasen 2012; Woosley & Heger 2012) , some unusual Type II SNe (e.g., Moriya et al. 2018 ) and super-luminous SNe (e.g., Dexter & Kasen 2013) .
In this Letter, we show that in the collapse of massive supergiants, net angular momentum in the progenitor is not a necessary condition for forming an accretion disc and tapping into accretion energy to power luminous transients. The convection zones of supergiants have large random mean horizontal velocities (even without a net angular momentum), so that spherical accretion onto a newly formed black hole cannot occur. We present the basic physics in §2, present its application to failed SNe in §3, and discuss our results and their implications in §4.
MEAN HORIZONTAL CONVECTIVE FLOWS

Analytic Estimates
We begin with an order of magnitude estimate of the random mean flows in convection zones, due to the finite number of convective eddies. Consider a region of a star at radius r with local scale-height H and convective velocity v c ; we follow mixing length theory and assume that the typical size of a convective eddy is ∼ H. The latter implies that the number of eddies at radius r is N edd 4π(r/H) 2 . Even if the total horizontal momentum integrated over the convection zone vanishes, the finite number of eddies implies that at a given radius there is mean horizontal velocity of
In a star this corresponds to a random specific angular momentum
where we have normalized values to be appropriate for the convection zones of supergiants (H/r ∼ 0.3, v c ∼ 10 km s −1 and r ∼ 100R , which correspond to mean horizontal flows with v h ∼ 1 km s −1 ). We show below that in Boussinesq convection simulations this estimate is accurate to about a factor of 2. For comparison, the specific angular momentum of the Inner-Most Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO) for a black hole is given by
where the range corresponds to spins a/M ranging from 0 − 1. A comparison of equations 2 and 3 shows that the angular momentum associated with random mean flows in the outer convection zones of supergiants can be appreciable, and is likely sufficient to preclude the matter from falling spherically onto the central black hole even absent net angular momentum in the convection zone. This outer convective envelope is, however, weakly bound, so it is prone to being ejected by even low energy explosions (see §4).
Simulations of Convection
To assess the estimates in equations 1 & 2 we carry out a number of Cartesian box simulations of convection and study the mean horizontal flows in such simulations. Random horizontal flows in a Cartesian box absent a net horizontal momentum are directly analogous to random angular momentum in a spherical star absent net rotation. The Cartesian box simulations are, however, computationally easier and we believe suffice for this initial study. Our simulations utilize the Boussinesq approximation, in which density perturbations are neglected except in the buoyancy term (see, e.g., Spiegel & Veronis 1960 , and references within). The Boussinesq approximation is formally valid when the flow is subsonic and occurs on length-scales smaller than the scale-height. For the stars of interest, the radial extent of the convection zone is multiple scale-heights and the convection becomes nearly sonic in the low density outer layers. Thus, the Boussinesq approximation does not formally hold in all of the regions of interest. Nevertheless, the Boussinesq approximation is the simplest computational model to test the mechanism described in § 2.1.
Our calculations are for the classic Rayleigh-Benard convection problem, with stress-free boundaries. This can be nondimensionalized in terms of a Rayleigh number Ra = αgH 3 /(νκ) and a Prandtl number Pr = ν/κ (which we take to be unity), where g is the (constant) strength of gravity, α is the thermal expansion Table 1 . Properties of the four simulations considered in this letter. The input parameters are the Rayleigh number Ra and the aspect ratio L x /H (which equals L y /H); the vertical height is L z ≡ H. We then measure the root mean square velocity of the convection, v c , and the average mean horizontal velocity v h . The simulation is run to t end . coefficient, and the momentum and thermal diffusivities are ν and κ respectively. The boundary conditions are fixed temperature at the bottom/top, impenetrable, and stress-free to ensure the total horizontal momentum of the layer is zero. The system is assumed to have a height of one scale-height H, and a horizontal size of
We solve the Boussinesq equations with the Dedalus pseudospectral code 1 (Burns et al. 2016) . We represent each variable using Fourier series in the horizontal x and y directions, and a series of Chebyshev polynomials in the z direction. Boundary conditions are imposed using the τ method. We run low resolution simulations with Ra = 10 6 , as well as higher resolution, turbulent simulations with Ra = 10 8 . Table 1 has the main properties of each simulation. We discretize the problem by truncating the Fourier series with 32 modes per scale height for simulations with Ra = 10 6 , and 128 modes per scale height for simulations with Ra = 10 8 . In the vertical direction, we truncate the series of Chebyshev polynomials with 64 modes for simulations with Ra = 10 6 and 256 modes for simulations with Ra = 10 8 . We evaluate nonlinear terms using the pseudo-spectral technique, and use 3/2 padding dealiasing to prevent aliasing errors. Thus, our most turbulent simulation with Ra = 10 8 and L x = L y = 8H has 1536 × 1536 × 384 grid points. For timestepping, we use an implicit-explicit second-order semibackwards differencing formula.
Because our method does not explicitly conserve horizontal momentum, we can use the volume averaged momentum as an estimate of the errors in our simulation. For our highest resolution simulation, the domain-averaged momentum at the end of the simulation is about 10 −9 times the convective velocity. The simulations are run for tens of convective times so their mean flows equilibrate. Figure 1 shows the vertical velocity at the midplane of our highest resolution simulation, R8L8 (see Table 1 ). The convective up-and down-flows organize themselves into long lanes, which have a horizontal width of about H. We define the convective velocity v c to be the time and volume averaged rms velocity, averaging from an initial time t 0 (chosen to remove the influence of initial transients) to the end of the simulation t end . Table 1 reports the values of t 0 and t end , as well as v c , for each simulation. We find that v c depends on Ra, not the domain size, suggesting that increasing the size of the domain from L x = Ly = 4H to 8H does not substantially change the (local) convective flow. Furthermore, we expect slightly lower velocities in higher Rayleigh number simulations, because turbulent entrainment slows down the flow.
Finally, we measure the mean horizontal x and y velocities at each time and height v x (z, t) and v y (z, t). We then define v h to be the magnitude of the velocity in the horizontal plane, i.e., v
In Figure 2 , we plot v h and v x (the latter is a signed quantity, unlike v h , which is positive definite) as a function of z and t in simulation R8L8. The mean flow is highly temporally intermittent. It also is concentrated at the top and bottom of the domain, with only weak mean flows in the center. This is because each convective cell has predominantly vertical flows on the sides, and predominantly horizontal flows on the top and bottom. The plot of v x is approximately symmetric across the midplane because the vertical average must be zero. The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows a temporal pdf of the mean horizontal velocity. The distribution is quite broad, with factor of ∼ 10 variations in v h /v c . Table 1 reports v h /v c for each of our simulations. As expected, v h /v c decreases by a factor of about two comparing simulations with L x /H = L y /H = 8 to simulations with L x /H = L y /H = 4. We also find very similar mean horizontal velocities at our two Rayleigh numbers, indicating that the mean horizontal velocities are relatively insensitive to the degree of turbulence within the small range we have probed here. In all four simulations, we find
This is only a factor of 2 less than the Cartesian analogue of the analytic estimate in equation 1.
APPLICATION TO FAILED SUPERNOVAE
Figure 3 (top) shows the random angular momentum j rand produced by mean horizontal convective flows for two pre-SN progenitors: a 15 M RSG and a 22 M YSG. F18 evolved these progenitors to core-collapse using MESA (Paxton et al. 2011 ) (see Table 2 ). We Table 1 ) is denoted with a red dashed line.
estimate j rand using equation 2, multiplied by 0.5 per equation 4 and the simulations in §2.2; the convective velocities are from mixing length theory. The random angular momentum decreases at low exterior mass because those regions are close to the stellar surface where the scale-height decreases, suppressing j rand in equation 2; the cutoff in j rand at high exterior mass represents the base of the convection zone near the base of the hydrogen envelope. Overall, Figure 3 shows that for a significant range of radii/enclosed mass, the random angular momentum from mean flows in convection zones is ∼ 10 times that associated with the ISCO of a 10 M black hole, consistent with the analytic expectations from §2.1. Figure 3 (bottom) shows that for much of this mass the convective turnover time exceeds the free-fall time so that the mean flows present at core-collapse are essentially a random snapshot in time of the convection in the supergiant envelope. F18 simulated the collapse of both the RSG and YSG progenitors considered here, along with the weak explosion generated by the change in mass produced by neutrino radiation prior to the proto-NS collapsing to a black hole. In the RSG progenitor, the outer ∼ 4.2M of the hydrogen envelope was unbound. This mass coordinate is indicated by the vertical dotted line in the top panel of Figure 3 . The mass available to accrete onto the black hole with j rand j IS CO (M acc in Table 2 ) is set by the mass enclosed between the radius r(M ext = 4.2M ) and the base of the convective envelope. This is ∼ 0.3M for the RSG progenitor in Figure 3 . The core of the YSG progenitor is much more compact than that of the RSG and so the proto-NS quickly collapses to form a black hole. As a result, the sound pulse and shock generated by neutrino radiation is much weaker than in the RSG and F18 found very little unbound mass. In this case, nearly all of the convective envelope (∼ 1M ) will accrete onto the newly formed black hole. A specific angular momentum of 10 18 j 18 cm 2 s −1 (Fig. 3 ) will cause the infalling matter to circularize at a radius r circ ∼ 7.5 10 8 j
10 GM/c 2 . This is much smaller than the radii characteristic of the convective envelope of a supergiant r max ∼ 10 2−3 R ( Table 2 ). The ratio of the mass in the disc near the circularization radius to the mass in the convective envelope is ∼ t vis (r circ )/t ff (r max ), the ratio of the viscous time at small radii to the free-fall time at large radii; this is 1 given the hierarchy of length-scales involved. As a result the mass in the disc at any time is a very small fraction of the mass of the convective envelope. Since the mean horizontal convective flows are coherent over of order a scale-height (Fig. 2) , which is ∼ 0.2 − 0.4 of the local radius in the bulk of the convective envelope, this implies that at any time the disc is likely to have a coherent angular momentum set by the particular small region of the convective envelope feeding the disc at that time. Only on longer timescales that are probably a fraction of t ff (r max ) (but independent of r circ ) will the angular momentum of the inflowing material appreciably change magnitude and direction.
DISCUSSION
We have shown using analytic estimates and 3D convection simulations that the finite number of convective eddies in supergiant convection zones leads to appreciable mean horizontal velocities v h at a given radius in the convection zone, even if the total angular momentum of the star is zero (eqs 2 & 4; Fig. 2 ). This random angular momentum exceeds that of the inner-most stable circular orbit of a 10 M black hole by a factor of ∼ 10 (Fig. 3) . During the core-collapse of a massive star, the random angular momentum in the convection zone will lead to the formation of accretion discs in the vicinity of the black hole with ample time for the disc to accrete and generate outflows that can power an observable transient. Our analysis neglects the fact that the convection zone will also have radial velocities comparable to the mean horizontal velocities. This will produce radial mixing during infall, potentially leading to either cancellation or enhancement in the accreted angular momentum. Collapse simulations beginning from realistic turbulent velocity fields will help better assess this. It would also be useful to understand the properties of the mean horizontal convective flows in the presence of net rotation since it is likely that the convection will still lead to large variations in the angular momentum of different layers of the stellar envelope. A final aspect of our model that remains to be explored is how the accretion and outflows at small radii develop given the low binding energy of the infalling material and the fact that at the accretion rates of interest, both photon and neutrino cooling are negligible; we suspect that this makes the disc particularly prone to outflows (Proga & Begelman 2003) .
The convective envelopes of supergiants are weakly bound with binding energies of ∼ 10 48 ergs. The mechanism that we are proposing for forming black hole accretion discs in core-collapse can thus only work in a failed SN, i.e., when the canonical accretion shock onto the proto-NS fails to promptly revive. Even in failed SNe, a weak outgoing shock is produced in many cases, generated by the change in rest mass produced by neutrino radiation from the proto-NS (see §1). The exact amount of mass ejected in a failed SN depends on the maximum mass of a neutron star and the progenitor structure. For the specific failed SN models considered here (see Table 2 ; from F18), the YSG unbinds very little of its convective envelope while the RSG unbinds ∼ 4.2M (Table 2) . However, an alternative neutrino radiation approximation in F18 led to an ejecta mass for the 15 M RSG of 4.6 M , which would correspond to essentially all of the convective envelope being unbound. It is thus quite possible that failed SNe, if they occur, will have significant diversity, ranging from all to none of the convective hydrogen envelope accreting onto the newly formed black hole (the strongest observational candidate to date -see Adams et al. 2017 -does not appear to have produced an energetic transient from black hole accretion like that envisioned here). There will also be significant diversity in the magnitude of the random angular momentum in the convective envelope. The reason is that core-collapse happens on of order a free-fall time and thus corresponds to effectively a single snapshot in the history of the turbulent flows in the bulk of the convection zone (Fig. 3 [bottom] ). Figure 2 (bottom panel) shows that there is a factor of ∼ 10 temporal dispersion in the magnitude of the mean horizontal convective velocity, which would produce significant differences in the resulting accretion disc at small radii.
Our calculations have focused on yellow and red supergiants but the same ideas apply to blue supergiants as well. We find that the random angular momentum in blue supergiant envelopes is a Properties of MESA Pre-Collapse Models Table 2 . The properties of two solar metallicity MESA models collapsed and analyzed in F18: the type of star, the ZAMS mass M ZAMS , the mass of the star at the onset of core collapse M cc , the radius of the star at the onset of core collapse R cc , the compactness ξ 2.5 , the mass ejected due to neutrino mass loss alone M ej , the radius r max at which the exterior mass in the progenitor is equal to M ej (for the YSG this is the surface of the star), the free-fall time t ff (r max ) in the progenitor at radius r max , and the accreted mass that is rotationally supported due to mean flows in the convection zone M acc .
strong function of the mass of the hydrogen envelope or, equivalently, the stellar radius, with larger hydrogen envelopes more likely to produce rotationally supported material. However, the large temporal dispersion in the magnitude of v h in Figure 2 suggests that even some blue supergiants with low mass hydrogen envelopes are likely to form accretion discs via the mechanism proposed here. Transients associated with blue supergiants will likely be shorter duration and less energetic than those associated with red or yellow supergiants. Our mechanism will not produce rotationally supported material in compact progenitors like Wolf-Rayet stars. How would the nominally failed SNe envisioned here manifest observationally? Previous work has shown that black hole accretion powered outflows and jets can produce a variety of transients, from non-thermal long-duration high energy transients such as ultra-long GRBs and Swift J1644+57 (Quataert & Kasen 2012; Woosley & Heger 2012) to thermal SN light-curves powered by accretion energy (Dexter & Kasen 2013) . Our primary contribution is to show that for supergiants, significant rotation is not a necessary condition for generating such transients. This likely expands the range of stellar progenitors prone to producing hydrogenrich accretion powered transients (e.g., low metallicity to minimize winds that extract angular momentum is not a prerequisite). In addition, the fluctuating direction and magnitude of the angular momentum in the convection zone will produce highly time variable accretion at small radii, with the winds/jet likely covering a much larger solid angle than in a collapse with a well-defined angular momentum direction. We suspect that this will make it more likely for the accretion energy to unbind the stellar envelope, producing a successful supernova (not unlike the model of Papish & Soker 2011, although our mechanism for producing the fluctuating jet/wind direction is quite different). In addition, it is natural to associate the transients predicted here with unusually energetic Type II SNe (e.g., OGLE-2014-SN-073; Terreran et al. 2017 ) and highly time variable sources such as the non-thermal gamma-ray transient Swift J1644+57 (e.g., Bloom et al. 2011) or the variable and longduration Type II supernova iPTF14hls (Arcavi et al. 2017) . Finally, we note that the failed explosion of a blue supergiant has been invoked (Margutti et al. 2018 ) as a possible explanation for the low inferred ejecta mass in SN 2018cow (Prentice et al. 2018 ). An accretion disc formed by the mechanism proposed here could also explain the observational evidence for a central engine in this event.
